Abstract. Transverse hadron spectra from proton-proton, proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions from 2 A·GeV to 21.3 A·TeV are investigated within two independent transport approaches (HSD and UrQMD). For central Au+Au (Pb+Pb) collisions at energies above E lab ∼ 5 A·GeV, the measured K ± transverse mass spectra have a larger inverse slope parameter than expected from the default calculations. The additional pressure -as supported by lattice QCD calculations at finite quark chemical potential μ q and temperature Tmight be generated by strong interactions in the early pre-hadronic/partonic phase of central Au+Au (Pb+Pb) collisions [1].
Recent lattice QCD (lQCD) calculations at vanishing quark chemical potential and finite temperature indicate critical energy densities for the formation of a quarkgluon plasma (QGP) of ∼0.6-1 GeV/fm 3 [2]. Such energy densities might already be achieved at Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) energies of ∼10 A·GeV for central Au+Au collisions [3] [4] [5] . According to lQCD calculations at finite quark chemical potential μ q [6] a rapid increase of the thermodynamic pressure P with temperature above the critical temperature T c for a cross over (or phase transition) to the QGP is expected.
Indeed, a hardening of the measured transverse mass (m t ) spectra in central Au+Au collisions relative to pp interactions [7, 8] from AGS energies on is observed. This increase of the inverse slope parameter T is commonly attributed to strong collective flow, which is absent in the respective pp or pA collisions. It has been proposed [9] to interpret the high and approximately constant K ± slopes above ∼30 A·GeV -the 'step' -as an indication of the phase transition.
In this contribution we explore whether the pressure needed to generate a large collective flow to explain the hard slopes of the K ± spectra with a 'plateau' at SPS energies is produced in the present transport models by interactions of hadrons or whether additional partonic contributions in the equation of state are needed to explain these effects. To understand whether a failure of the present models indeed hints a QGP onset, we explore two distinct effects that might result in a substantial increase of the transverse pressure: I) initial state Cronin enhancement and II) heavy resonance formation.
In our studies we use two independent relativistic transport models that employ hadronic and string degrees of freedom: UrQMD [10, 11] and HSD [12, 13] . They take into account the formation and multiple rescattering of hadrons and thus dynamically describe the generation of pressure in the hadronic expansion phase. This involves also interactions of leading pre-hadrons that contain a valence quark (antiquark) from a primary 'hard' collision (cf. Refs. [14, 15] ). Note that, in these models, only hadrons, valence quarks and valence diquarks and their interactions are treated explicitly. Gluonic degrees of freedom are not treated explicitly, but are present implicitly in strings. This simplified treatment is generally accepted to describe proton-proton and proton-nucleus interactions. Here we test whether this description is still valid for the more complicated nucleus-nucleus collisions, where large energy densities can be reached over extended volumes.
Let us start by "benchmarking" the model calculations with pA data. Figure 1 shows the results for the inverse slope parameters T for various reactions -see figure caption for details. It can be seen that the models reproduce the transverse slope parameters of different particles produced in pA interactions with targets from Be to Pb reasonably well.
We continue with nucleus-nucleus collisions, where Fig. 2 summarises our results: the dependence of the inverse slope parameter T on √ s is shown and compared to experimental data (partly preliminary) from [7, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] for central Au+Au (Pb+Pb) collisions (l.h.s.) and [18, 21, 22] 
